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What? Do changes in GASB reporting 
requirements have real economic 
consequences?

Why?
Provide insights into how GASB and 
governmental accounting (not just 
budget) shape economic choices

How?
Exploit the differential effect of GASB 68 to 
identify the effect of financial statement 
disclosure across 502 municipalities

Overview
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• GASB 68 covers the reporting of pension obligations, which are 
an economically important item for many municipalities. 

• GASB 68 put the net pension liability on the balance sheet, but 
the adoption was different for “cost-sharing” versus “agent” 
pension plans. 

• In agent plans, assets are pooled for investment purposes but 
the plan maintains separate accounts so that each employer’s 
share of the pooled assets is legally available to pay benefits for 
only its employees. 

• In cost-sharing plans, the pension obligations, as well as the 
assets, are pooled, and the assets can be used to pay the 
benefits of any participating employer. 

Identification Strategy
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• For employers participating in agent plans, their share of the 
pension plan previously appeared in the notes to their financial 
statements, so the only change was moving that information 
onto the balance sheet. [RECOGNITION]

• In contrast, employers participating in cost-sharing plans did not 
report their share, so including their share of state plan assets 
and liabilities on the balance sheet is a more substantial change. 
[DISCLOSURE + RECOGNITION]

• This difference in pre-GASB 68 reporting allows us to isolate the 
effect of financial statement disclosure by comparing the changes 
in several economic constructs for municipalities that participate 
in shared plans with those that participate in agency-type plans.

Identification Strategy
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• We employ a difference-in-differences (DD) research design that 
compares economic outcomes for municipalities that participate 
in shared plans with those that participate in agency-type plans.

• Are the changes for “cost-sharing” versus “agent” different 
following GASB 68 

• The economic outcomes we consider are broad measures of 
revenues, expenses and the number of employees. We analyze 
these variables because they broadly capture the economic 
behavior of the municipality. 

• Conceptually, our use of municipalities with agency-type plans 
allows us to control for general macroeconomic trends in 
revenues, expenses, and number of employees. 

Identification Strategy
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• Our analyses use a broad sample of 502 unique municipalities 
from across 47 states, representing the full list of counties whose 
population is in excess of 100,000 or is one of the three largest 
counties in a particular state. 

• Our data is primarily hand collected from each municipality’s 
annual audit report or comprehensive annual financial report.

Data
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Table 3: Difference in Difference with Net 
Pension Liabilities
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• Differential reduction in expenses 
• No differential change in revenues



Table 4: Difference in Difference with Net 
Pension Assets
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• Complements NPL
• Differential increase in expenses 
• No differential change in revenues



Table 5: Difference in Difference with 
Continuous Measure of Net Pension Liabilities
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• Among those entities with NPL, 
larger NPLs are associated with 
greater reductions in expense



• What is driving the differences that we observe?

• We suggest that debt market participants and rating agencies are 
focused on GASB statements, and that there may be pressure on 
the municipality that varies depending on how it interacts with 
those entities.

• If this hypothesis holds, then the effects we document should be 
stronger for this subgroup of our sample

Cross-Sectional Tests
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Table 6a: Cross Section Variation 
with Debt Issuance
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• Differential reduction for those 
entities that are more active in debt 
markets



Table 6b: Cross Section Variation 
with County Size
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• Differential reduction for larger 
entities



Conclusion

• Our results suggest that GASB accounting has real economic 
consequences for municipal governments.

• These consequences appear to be stronger for those 
municipalities that are active in debt markets, suggesting that 
the use of GASB financial statements by rating agencies or 
debt market participants may be driving our results.
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We are open to other suggestions 
(even weeks from now – please contact  us!) 



Thank you!


